
RHHS BLT Minutes (draft) 

12/16/2015 

 

Present:   Sienna Engasser (facilitator), Tom O’Connor (scribe/recorder), Roy 

Paisley, Maggie Rothwell, Jeanette Timperio, Tess Rothwell, Franca Cooper, 

Amanda Greene, Christine Griffin, Jackie Grieb-Walsh. 

Start Time: 2:34 pm 

Old Business: Review BLT minutes from meeting on 11/18/15 

 Hannaford Helps: Mrs. Cooper will get back to the group regarding an 

extension of the program. 

 Suicide Prevention and Awareness Program: Mrs. Greene discussed the 

implementation of the program in perpetuity for freshmen, to fall under 

the Physical Education Department curriculum. Also discussed was the 

possibility of a schoolwide assembly-research is pending into the particular 

message(s).  

 School Morale in General: Winter Cabaret and Word Up Club were 

mentioned as steps in the right direction.  Mrs. Greene also mentioned the 

need to better highlight the activities of clubs, sports, school events and 

classroom activities.  Mrs. Griffin mentioned RHBC as the appropriate 

vehicle to that end.  Mrs. Greene brought up the application Tagboard 

(linked to other social media tools) to that end as well.  Various drawbacks 

such as confidentiality and monitoring for inappropriate posts were 

discussed.  Mr. Paisley gave an outline of the weekend’s Robotic Club 

competition, and also mentioned the used of the newly-acquired drones to 

document activities and events in a high-interest fashion.  Mrs. Greene 

discussed the possibility of utilizing the lobby space for news propagation. 

 Smartbond: Mrs. Griffin exhibited a student-generated presentation 

involving a trailer for a hypothetical film version Hamlet, the various roles 

of which would be portrayed by student input as well as edited clips of 

famous actors.  She explained some of the features the program provides; 

she also mentioned the ease of use of the equipment ensures that they 



focus on content rather than structure. Installation of a flat screen TV to 

begin tonight (12/16), with other classrooms soon to follow. 

New Business:  

 Weather Station:  Mr. Paisley brought to the team’s attention a FEMA 

funded $500,000 weather station to be positioned beyond the RHHS 

practice field, with some equipment installed on the roof.  Data will be 

accessible by RHHS immediately. Ms. Whittaker can interpret data via 

MESONET.ORG. Particulars: It would be 1 of 17 stations in NY State that 

would have microwave reflectivity, and would provide horizontal and 

vertical atmospheric analysis.   Dimensions of the ground-based tower are: 

area: 30’X30’, height: 35’. 

 Block Scheduling: Mrs. Griffin presented the concern that a 39-minute period 

is not enough contact time in an IB class. Mrs. Greene noted that block is 

easier to implement for lower division grades, though it is actually more 

beneficial to the upper division grades.  Mrs. Grieb-Walsh suggested reviving 

the scheduling committee. Mrs. Greene pointed out some limiting factors such 

as conflicting scheduling with LAMS and BOCES students.  Mr. Paisley 

contacted Jan Timer (eSchoolData facilitator at BOCES) regarding the 

“sandbox”- a feature that allows creating hypothetical models in the system’s 

scheduler. Mrs. Rothwell concluded discussion by pointing out that if the 

option turns out not to be feasible, looking into it is better than not to. 

 Summer Reading: Mrs. Griffin opened a discussion about the merits and 

feasibility of a summer reading program for students. Ms. Rothwell shared her 

personal experience with the value of summer reading. Mrs. Cooper proposed 

a summer reading list.  Mrs. Rothwell suggested a summer book club initiated 

via the school’s library. 

 Homework: Ms. Rothwell presented fellow student Emily Appenzeller’s well-

detailed survey regarding homework. 

End Time:  3:27 

Next Meeting:  1/20/16   Facilitator: Susan Rohrmeier Scribe: Amanda Greene 

 


